2019/0 - HIS-6013Y WORKING IN THE HISTORIC ENVIRONMENT
Full Year, Level 6 module
(Maximum 17 Students)
UCU: 30
Organiser: Dr Jon Gregory
MODULE - 40% PASS ON AGGREGATE
Module Type: Coursework
Timetable Slot:Aut: E2\ Spr: C2
Exam Paper(hrs):

You will be provided with the opportunity to undertake a work placement with an employer
in the historic environment sector. You will be responsible for arranging your own
placement, with assistance from the module organisers where required. During the Spring
semester you will build on the experience of your placement through practical seminars, field
trips and sessions with external speakers currently working in the sector. These will provide
you with an understanding of the career paths available in this field and an opportunity to
reflect on how the skills and knowledge you have gained during your degree can be
transferred to a range of historic environment and heritage roles.
2019/0 - HIS-6027Y THE DEVIL'S BROOD: THE ANGEVIN KINGS OF ENGLAND
(1154-1225)
Full Year, Level 6 module
(Maximum 17 Students)
UCU: 60
Organiser: Professor Stephen Church
MODULE - 40% PASS ON AGGREGATE
Module Type: Examination with Coursework or Project
Timetable Slot:A1-F1\
Exam Period:SPR-02

This Special Subject focuses on the lives and actions of three of the most charismatic rulers in
twelfth- and early thirteenth-century Western Europe. We begin by an examination of the
creator of the Angevin dynasty, Henry fitz Empress, who, by the time he was twenty-one,
dominated more than half of the kingdom that was to become France as well as being king of
the English. Henry was a successful military commander; in England, he was the creator of
the English common law and a centralising administration. And it was of him that St Bernard
is supposed to have declared ‘he came from the Devil and he will go to the Devil’. His son
and successor, Richard the Lionheart, was one of the greatest knights of his age as well as
being a crusader and successful military commander who seemingly placed the Angevin
dynasty on a solid footing. After these two great makers of aristocratic empire, the third ruler
of the dynasty almost brought the whole edifice crashing down. King John lost the
continental lands, and by the time of his death his lands were being ravaged by a foreign
prince, his barons were in revolt having gathered themselves behind a document we know as
Magna Carta, and his dynasty on the verge of extinction. This Special Subject has at its core
the story of the creation and near destruction of this dynasty; and seeks further to examine the
politics, culture, and society of the lands over which the Angevin dynasty held sway. This
was an age of profound intellectual, religious, and political change, and studies will be set

within this wider context. You will be expected to become familiar with the primary sources
in translation and to be aware of current historiographical debates.
2019/0 - HIS-6028Y THE THIRD REICH
Full Year, Level 6 module
(Maximum 51 Students)
UCU: 60
Organiser: Mr Richard Deswarte
MODULE - 40% PASS ON AGGREGATE
Module Type: Examination with Coursework or Project
Timetable Slot:F2-A2\¦G1/H2
Exam Paper(hrs):3
Exam Period:SPR-02

In this module you’ll study the history of the Third Reich from an international and
comparative perspective through the extensive use of primary sources. You’ll examine the
origins and the rise of National Socialism, the seizure and consolidation of power, the nature
and political structure of the dictatorship, and the transformation of German society under
Nazi rule, but you’ll focus in particular on foreign policy and the impact of the regime’s
policies on Europe and the world. You’ll explore Nazi Germany’s relationship with other
autocracies and right-wing forces in Europe, German geopolitical thought and the role of the
Foreign Office, the formation and administration of the Nazi empire, issues of collaboration
and resistance in occupied territories, combat motivation and war crimes of ordinary soldiers,
the importance of non-German perpetrators of the Holocaust, the German home front and the
effects of Allied aerial bombings, the various plans for a post-war Europe, and the problem of
ethnic cleansing both before and after 1945.
2019/0 - HIS-6031Y STALIN AND STALINISM: THE USSR 1924-1953
Full Year, Level 6 module
(Maximum 17 Students)
UCU: 60
Organiser: Dr Matthias Neumann
MODULE - 40% PASS ON AGGREGATE
Module Type: Examination with Coursework or Project
Timetable Slot:G1/-H2
Exam Paper(hrs):3
Exam Period:SPR-02

Few topics in 20th century European history have continuously exerted a fascination among
scholars as has the era of Stalinism in Soviet Russia. Stalin died more than 60 years ago, but
he remains one of the creators of our world. During his time in power the Soviet Union
underwent a rapid industrialisation that saw new cities emerging in places that had not seen
any civilisation before. It underwent a complete reorganisation of agriculture and saw the
construction of a large Gulag system amidst widespread mass terror. Stalin was intent on
changing the whole culture of Soviet Russia. Finally, the regime was engaged in a total war
with Nazi Germany and emerged as a new superpower in the world. Fascinating aspects of
Stalinism are its brutality and cruelty, but this is counterbalanced by its magnificent and
stunning cultural and scientific achievements. Through this special subject you’ll examine the
Stalin era in the context of other 20th-century dictatorships. You’ll particularly focus on:

Stalin's rise to power; Stalin's revolution; terror and its impact on Soviet society; war and
dictatorship; decline and fall - Stalin and destalinization. You’ll find that cultural change will
also form an important part of the module. In the seminars you’ll work with a wide variety of
sources ranging from memoirs, secret police reports, and letters written by ordinary citizens
to film, newsreel footage, propaganda posters and other art work.
2019/0 - HIS-6032Y COMMUNISM AND NATIONALISM IN YUGOSLAVIA
Full Year, Level 6 module
(Maximum 17 Students)
UCU: 60
Organiser: Dr Richard Mills
MODULE - 40% PASS ON AGGREGATE
Module Type: Examination with Coursework or Project
Timetable Slot:E1-H3\
Exam Paper(hrs):3
Exam Period:SPR-02

You will begin with a search for the origins of the Yugoslav idea, before turning to the
Kingdom’s formation in 1918. The turbulent interwar years provide the indispensable
backdrop to the second, communist, Yugoslavia. You shall explore the course of the Second
World War and the bitter fighting between fascists, nationalists and communists which
resulted in victory for Tito’s partisans. After 1945, they built a state which took an
independent path to communism and survived until 1991. Yugoslavia then fragmented into
ethnically homogenous states. In some cases this transition was largely peaceful, but wars in
Croatia, Bosnia and Kosovo witnessed bloody fighting and ethnic cleansing. You will look at
the role of individuals, such as Slobodan Miloševi"á, and end by assessing the international
community's response to the crimes committed in the former Yugoslavia.
2019/0 - HIS-6035Y HENRY VIII: THE MAKING OF A TYRANT?
Full Year, Level 6 module
(Maximum 17 Students)
UCU: 60
Organiser: Dr Jessica Sharkey
MODULE - 40% PASS ON AGGREGATE
Module Type: Examination with Coursework or Project
Timetable Slot:G1/-H2
Exam Paper(hrs):3
Exam Period:SPR-02

The reign of Henry VIII was a major turning point in English history, and ‘bluff King Hal’
continues to horrify and fascinate us in equal measure. We use the preoccupations, ambitions,
and character of Henry VIII as a route into the political, religious and cultural changes of this
tumultuous period. Starting with the acclaimed young king, his Spanish bride, Katherine of
Aragon, and his consummate minister, Cardinal Thomas Wolsey, you'll work chronologically
and thematically through to the declining years of Henry VIII’s reign, when a paranoid, obese
and cruel monarch presided over an irrevocably changed religious and political landscape.
You will examine in detail the divorce crisis, the establishment of the Church of England, the
Henrician Reformation, the politics and factionalism of the Court, war and foreign policy,
magnificence, and opposition to the king, and engage with the intense historiographical

debates on all these issues. You'll consider some of the most colourful personalities in
English history - Wolsey, More, Boleyn, Cromwell, and Cranmer - as well as structures, and
the falls of Anne Boleyn and Thomas Cromwell are given particular attention. Finally, the
module draws on material culture, art history, literature, film, and even dress, as well as
relying on the more usual documentary sources, such as the State Papers.
2019/0 - HIS-6057Y SEX & DRUGS & ROCK N ROLL? SIXTIES BRITAIN
Full Year, Level 6 module
(Maximum 34 Students)
UCU: 60
Organiser: Dr Benjamin Jones
MODULE - 40% PASS ON AGGREGATE
Module Type: Examination with Coursework or Project
Timetable Slot:G2
Exam Paper(hrs):3
Exam Period:SPR-02

Few decades in the modern period have proved as polarising as the 1960s. From ‘swinging’
London and the student protests of 1968 to the consequences of an allegedly ‘permissive’
society, the social, cultural and political implications of the decade reverberate into the
present. You will cover the political impact of social and cultural trends such as: affluence
and consumer culture; youth, pop music and subcultures; the counter-culture, pop-art; film,
theatre, television and censorship; the ‘New Left’ and the birth of cultural studies; changing
sexual behaviour and the ‘permissive’ moment; the politics of ‘race’ and immigration;
education, social mobility and the ‘new’ universities; slum clearance, suburbanisation and the
rise of the tower block. While focusing on Britain, you will explore and unpack key global
themes and their local significance: cultures of the cold war; decolonisation anti-colonial
struggles; anti-nuclear and anti-Vietnam protests; the civil rights movement; the rise of
‘second wave’ feminism and gay liberation; structuralism and post-modernity. Through the
analysis of autobiographical accounts and oral histories and contemporary books, films,
music, television shows, sociological surveys, archival sources, official publications and
material culture you will be encouraged to come to your own conclusions about this
tumultuous decade.
2019/0 - HIS-6070Y WE ARE NOT AMUSED: THE LIFE AND TIMES OF QUEEN
VICTORIA
Full Year, Level 6 module
(Maximum 17 Students)
UCU: 60
Organiser: Dr Jennifer Davey
MODULE - 40% PASS ON AGGREGATE
Module Type: Examination with Coursework or Project
Timetable Slot:A1/-F1
Exam Paper(hrs):3
Exam Period:SPR-02

This special subject focuses on the life and times of Queen Victoria. You will start by
exploring Queen Victoria’s public and private life. You will examine in detail her political
and diplomatic influence, and her experiences as a wife and mother. Drawing on a wide and

expansive range of primary sources, including Queen Victoria’s own journals and letters, you
will seek to piece together the personality and ideology of the woman who ruled Britain for
63 years. Using Queen Victoria’s reign as a backdrop, you will also consider a number of the
key political, social and cultural changes Britain witnessed in the 19th century. Seminar
topics will include: Queenship; Constitutional Monarch; Imperialism; Religion; Womanhood;
Patriotism; and Republicanism. You will conclude by examining the perceptions of Queen
Victoria and her reign in the 20th and 21st century.
2019/0 - HIS-6071Y AGE OF CHARLEMAGNE
Full Year, Level 6 module
(Maximum 17 Students)
UCU: 60
Organiser: Dr Hugh Doherty
MODULE - 40% PASS ON AGGREGATE
Module Type: Examination with Coursework or Project
Timetable Slot:G1/-H2
Exam Paper(hrs):3
Exam Period:SPR-02

You'll examine the fortunes and reign of one of the most formidable rulers of the early
medieval period and the first emperor in the West since 476: Charlemagne (768--814), king
of the Franks. This module also explores the fortunes of his wives and courtesans, his
children, his courtiers, his 'men of God', his counts and captains, and his many allies and
enemies, including Byzantine emperors, Abbasid caliphs, Danish kings, and Avar khans.
2019/0 - HIS-6088Y JAPAN'S FIRST MODERN CENTURY, 1868-1968
Full Year, Level 6 module
(Maximum 17 Students)
UCU: 60
Organiser: Dr Sherzod Muminov
MODULE - 40% PASS ON AGGREGATE
Module Type: Examination with Coursework or Project
Timetable Slot:G1/-H2
Exam Paper(hrs):3
Exam Period:SPR-02

In 1968, Japan astonished the world by overtaking West Germany as the world’s second
largest capitalist economy. It was easy to forget that two decades earlier, the nation lay in
ruins, defeated by the Allies in WWII. And a mere century before, in 1868, Japan had been a
samurai-ruled feudal backwater, forced open by western gunboat diplomacy and under threat
of colonisation. How did this East Asian nation attain its impressive position in the modern
world in such a short time? In this module, you will explore Japan’s modern history through
its formative exchanges with the outside world. By looking at a wide variety of primary
sources - media reports, government documents, memoirs, autobiographies, travelogues, and
others - you will explore the transnational encounters that shaped Japan’s modern society,
economy, culture and ideas. You will retrace the nation’s often bumpy transition from
tradition to modernity in the late nineteenth century; the humiliations and anxieties vis-a-vis
the “great powers”; the appeal of foreign “dangerous thoughts” to homegrown dissidents; the
impact of imperialist ideologies following the European “Age of Empire”; the militarist

revolt against party politics in the 1930s; the harsh reality of war both at home and overseas;
the post-WWII recovery and alliance with the United States; and the subsequent refashioning
of Japan’s place in the world. By examining Japan’s links with North America, Western
Europe, Russia and the Soviet Union, and East and South East Asia, you will analyse how
flows of ideas, people and goods helped shape the nation as we know it today.
2019/0 - HIS-6094Y THE BRITISH CIVIL WARS, 1640-1660
Full Year, Level 6 module
(Maximum 17 Students)
UCU: 60
Organiser: Dr Joel Halcomb
MODULE - 40% PASS ON AGGREGATE
Module Type: Examination with Coursework or Project
Timetable Slot:B1/-D1
Exam Paper(hrs):3
Exam Period:SPR-02

in taking this module, you will look at the causes, course and significance of what, in terms of
relative population loss, was probably the single most devastating conflict in British history:
the civil wars and interregnum of 1640-1662. This module is built upon the unpublished
working transcriptions of the forthcoming edition of The Writings and Speeches of Oliver
Cromwell, unpublished archives of the Dissenting Experience project, and materials gathered
from 15 years of archival work around British and Irish archives.
2019/0 - HIS-6097Y TEACHING HISTORY
Full Year, Level 6 module
(Maximum 17 Students)
UCU: 30
Organiser: Dr Chris Jones
MODULE - 40% PASS ON AGGREGATE
Module Type: Coursework and Project
Timetable Slot:U
Exam Paper(hrs):

This module will help you prepare for a career in History teaching. Through a blend of
vocational and academic delivery, you will develop appropriate specialist, technical, and
transferable skills. You will learn about different pedagogical approaches to teaching History
and an understanding of the requirements for a career in teaching. You will be offered
support to arrange teaching observations; a necessary precondition for a PGCE application.
Teaching History will also enable you to design learning activities and accompanying
materials and to deliver these to your peers in a friendly environment.

